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We can state the problem through the following equations 0x+:
Ð The constants , c and k represent the mass density, the specific heat and the thermal conductivity 3
respectively. For the case x+ we change the condition (1.4) by (+,t)(+)0, for ‰‰ oe__oe_ž )) t0. ž
Without loss of generality we assume that the phase-change temperature of the material is 0C. In accordance with the data , q and b, it can happen that [6]:
‰ ‰ ) (a) the heat conduction problem is defined for all time t 0. ž (b) there exists a waiting time t+ such that another phase (i.e. the solid phase) appears * •_ for t t and then we have a two-phase Stefan problem. In this case, there exists a free boundary * xs(t), which separates the liquid and solid phases, with s(t) 0. oeoe * If the temperature on the right face xx is a constant b(t)b0, and the flux on the oeoež ! left face x0 is q(t)q0, also a constant, then the stationary solution is given by: oeoež
In this case a necessary condition to obtain a stationary two-phase Stefan problem is given by [5]:
Taking into account that the solution of problem (1.1)(1.4) with data b0 and q0 tends
•žž to (x) when t goes to infinity [2] , in [6] was considered the problem of finding the relation )) __ oe between the heat flux q0 on x0 and a time t such that another phase appears for tt. The žoe
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following results were obtained:
Suppose the initial temperature verifies the conditions b0 in 0,x and . If ÒÓ ) ‰‰ ) ‰‰ ÐÑoe xb we consider the t,q plane and we define the following set:
then we have a two-phase problem for all .
The goal of this paper is to obtain a discrete expression for the inequation qf(t), obtained in ž the above theorem.
In section 2 we get some conditions on the data which guarantees the positivity of the discrete solution, i.e. no phase-change occurs.
In section 3, we express the discrete temperature at the face x0 as a polynomial in the oe variable (with t the temporal step and x the spatial step) and we obtain an inequality -!?? oe
for the heat flux q, as a function of data coefficients , k and . In other words, we can determine if
there exists a waiting time from which the other phase, the solid phase, appears .
AN APPROXIMATION WITH AN IMPLICIT FINITE DIFFERENCE METHOD
We set up a mesh with step x (N is a natural number) for the spatial variable x and ? oe We will see some definitions wich will be useful in the sequel:
Definition:
i) A matrix (m) is said to be if all of its elements m are non-negatives (m0 i, j .
SOME CONDITIONS TO OBTAIN A WAITING TIME FOR THE DISCRETE PROBLEM
If we use an explicit finite difference schema we get that the discrete temperature U which i j approximates (x, t) satisfies: Nevertheless we use here this method, because in this way it is possible to obtain an explicit expression for the discrete temperature at the left face x0 for all time step jt, as a function of the initial and oe ?
the boundary dates. So we can establish sufficients conditions in order to obtain a waiting time in the discrete problem. We have [4] :
If the data and are constants, and (3.5) holds, then, when we consider the scheme b, qb )) ‰‰ oe oeoe As a consequence of the above theorem, in order to determine the moment from which the solid phase appears in the discrete problem, it suffices to find the value of j such that U0. ‰ j •
In the following theorem, we express the discrete temperature as a polynomial in the variable - 
